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Abstract
A data enhancement method based on dynamic data expansion is proposed to alleviate
the data sparsity problem that machine translation is facing by minimising the
difference between the performance of neural machine translation and human
translation and the problem of insufficient training corpus. The translation model is
trained by modifying the target‐side sentences to add noise and creating new pseudo‐
parallel sentence pairs in combination with the source‐side utterances. In order to
generate a variety of final translated translations, a data augmentation approach is used
to construct pseudo‐sentence pairs using a sampling decoding strategy in conjunction
with the decoding stage, and different baseline model approaches and decoding
strategies are selected for comparison experiments. The experimental results verify that
the data augmentation method proposed in this paper can effectively alleviate the
problem of insufficient generalisation ability of the neural machine translation model,
thus improving the sentence representation ability and the performance of neural
machine translation.
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1. Introduction
Currently, neural machine translation models have shown good translation results on a variety
of benchmarks. However, these models often rely on massively parallel preconditioning for
training and show degraded performance and difficulties in machine translation on low‐
resource languages[1]. In addition, today's neural machine translation models are often fragile,
as noise (e.g., grammatical errors) can lead to serious mistranslations.
Monolingual corpora combined with data augmentation methods allow for data augmentation,
which works by expanding the number of data points used for training without manually
collecting new data, and has been widely used in computing to improve diversity and
robustness and to avoid overfitting on small data sets[3,4]. Although data enhancement (e.g.
image inversion, cropping and blurring) has become a standard technique for training deep
networks in the field of computer vision, applying it to machine translation is not an easy
task[5]. Currently, in the field of machine translation, there are 2 main types of data
augmentation methods, one is reverse translation and the other is lexical replacement.
Reverse translation is run in a semi‐supervised environment. Zhang et al[8].proposed an
adversarial method based on Self‐encoder and reverse translation, which adds noise at the
target end and then performs reverse translation to obtain the final language mapping.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method for data expansion. However,
reverse translation requires additional training of a translation system, which not only leads to
increased computing costs, but also reverse translation can lead to degradation of translation
quality.
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In order to solve the problem of insufficient generalization ability of neural machine translation
caused by data sparsity, this study adopts a new method, i.e. adding certain noise to the target
end of the original parallel corpus, by modifying and replacing the data at the target end
according to certain strategies, and at the same time using the principle of noise‐reducing Self‐
encoder, constraining the encoder to restore the sentence at the target end before adding noise,
in order to achieve the effect of data expansion, and thus The target language model's ability to
express sentences is improved. In addition, in order to make the generated translations
sufficiently diverse, we use the sampling decoding strategy to generate the final translations of
the model in the decoding stage, and compare them with other baseline models, and
demonstrate through experiments that the translations generated by the sampling decoding
strategy are diverse, thus improving the generalization ability of the model.

2. Related Work
2.1.

Neural Machine Translation

End‐to‐end neural machine translation (NMT) has been a hot topic of research in the
community, and it has achieved rapid development until now. Neural machine translation has
surpassed phrasal statistical machine translation in multiple language pairs [9], and it has
shown great potential to become the frontier of research on machine translation under the
condition of large‐scale corpus and computing power [11].
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Figure 1. Transformer model structure diagram
Neural machine translation based on encoder‐decoder architecture is a general model [12] and
is not entirely specific to the machine translation task itself. Therefore, neural machine
translation also faces problems such as limited translation sentence length, difficulty in fully
utilizing the fused large‐scale monolingual corpus, over‐translation and under‐translation. To
address these problems, improving the attention mechanism is a major breakthrough in neural
machine translation [13,14]. Compared with statistical machine translation, neural machine
translation can handle complex structures and short sentences more effectively, but it still has
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some problems and challenges in terms of translation fidelity and translation quality of long
sentences. Based on this, as shown in Figure 1, this paper investigates an attention‐based
machine translation model, which uses the Transformer structure for neural machine
translation tasks. The training goal is to maximize the likelihood of the model parameters over
a parallel corpus S (|S| denotes the number of sentences in the parallel corpus).

2.2.

Noise Reduction Self‐encoder Model

Noise‐reducing Self‐encoders are an improvement on Self‐encoders. Unlike Self‐encoders
where the weights obtained after training are chaotic and noisy, noise‐reducing Self‐encoders
can learn features from the original data with noise, thus allowing them to show better
robustness and expressiveness in data extraction.
A typical noise‐reducing Self‐encoder training process is shown in Figure 2, given a source‐side
sequence x  ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) , The source sequence is first noisified by introducing noise f(x) to
obtain a sequence with noise x '  ( x1' , x2' ,..., xn' ) , The model is remapped back to x from ′ with
noise by minimizing the loss function, where the loss function is:

Loss( x | x ')   log Pdec ( x | f ( x '))

(1)

where, f ( x ') denotes the output of the sequence x' with noise after input to the encoder,
Pdec ( x | f ( x ')) denotes the noise addition probability of the model.
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Figure 2. Noise‐cancelling Self‐encoder construction diagram

3. Model Structure
Similar to noise reduction self‐coding, given a target‐end sequence y  ( y1 , y2 ,..., ym ) , this study
first adds noise‐ification to the target input sentences, and for each input target‐end sequence,
15% of the words are randomly selected for overwriting to obtain the sequence with noise
y '  ( y1' , y2' ,..., ym' ) , In particular, this study uses three types of noise strategies to obtain the
target end sequences: 1) replacing selected words with 10% probability; 2) covering selected
words with [MASK] with 80% probability; 3) keeping words unchanged with 10% probability.
DA (dynamic expansion of data) is like methods such as [15] in the literature. The framework
diagram is shown in Figure 3, where the method improves the ability of the target language
model to represent the sentence by randomly noise‐ifying the sentence according to some
strategy each time when loading the target‐side sentence. By randomly selecting some words
in the target‐side sentences and adding noise to them, the encoder predicts the covered words,
thus enhancing the data training effect of NMT. The original sentence is restored by
constraining the encoder to improve the ability of the model to represent the sentence. First
n
construct the target sequence with noise y   yi i 1 , The same training strategy as in [11],
followed by random overwriting of the words in each sequence to obtain the target sequence

with noise y '   yi'  , afterwards, the decoder combines the output of the encoder y’ reduced
n

i 1
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to y. The process of recombining the target sequence obtained by the decoder can be thought
of as maximizing the conditional probability p ( y | h, y ' ; dec ) .
m

P ( y | h, y ' ; dec )   P ( yi | h, y '  i; dec )

(2)

i 1

The decoder generates the target words one by one from left to right, resulting in a complete
translation y, the model is used in each pseudo‐parallel sentence pair(x,y’) ,the defined loss
function is.
m

Loss ( mt )    log P ( yi | x, y '  i; mt )

(3)
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Figure 3. Neural machine translation based on data expansion

4. Experiment and Analysis
Experiments were conducted on the WMT14 English‐German dataset, with the baseline model
based on two network architectures, RNNSearch, Transformer, and the comparison methods
base (no data augmentation), Edunov (reverse translation method + beam), and our method
(dynamic noise addition at the target end + sampling decoding strategy), with each model
method The experimental results on different datasets are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. English‐German translation experimental results BLEU values (%)
Network Architecture
RNNSearch

Transformer

model method
base
DA+beam
Our method
Base
DA+beam
Our method

Tst2013
20.72
22.59
23.14
26.52
26.98
27.44

Tst2014
22.90
23.13
24.32
27.22
27.84
28.36

average value
21.81
22.86
23.73
26.87
27.41
27.90

Comparing the results of the base, DA+beam, and our method data enhancement methods on
the English‐German translation dataset, it can be seen that the pseudo‐parallel sentence pairs
generated using the target‐side dynamic data expansion method combined with the sampling
decoding data expansion method proposed in this study achieved, on the RNNSearch model and
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the transformer model, respectively BLEU evaluation metrics of 23.73 and 27.90, respectively,
outperforming those without any data augmentation method (base). Based on using data
augmentation, we find that the data augmentation method using the sampling decoding
strategy algorithm improves the BLEU by an average of +0.87 and +0.49 BLEU points over
different backbone networks than the data augmentation method using the beam search
algorithm, respectively.

5. Summary
The focus of this paper is to address the data sparsity problem faced by neural machine
translation by using a data expansion approach to enhance the generalization ability of the
model and its resistance to noise. Also, in order to improve the diversity of the final translation
generated, a sampling decoding strategy is used in decoding, allowing it to generate more and
more realistic translations at the sentence level. The experimental results show that the data
expansion combined with sampling decoding can effectively improve the robustness of the
neural machine translation model on the English‐German dataset of WMT14, and has a good
effect in improving the performance of machine translation. In addition, the data expansion
method proposed in this study has a certain impact on the semantic information of the
sentences in the lexical replacement and modification, and it can be considered in the future to
add syntactic information while expanding the utterances to ensure the integrity of the
sentences.
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